
Miss Roggeri is a great person. She is our teacher at Saint Jospeh School, (in Roquebrune Cap 
Martin, in the South of France). She went to Africa, to Burkena Faso last year to see how 
people live in a little village. Africans are poor and they live without water. Our nominee 
really wants to help them but she does not have enough money. Besides, she wants to involve 
herself for the cause of women .she thinks that in other countries, women are not respected 
and she wants to help them. And she does not donate money because she does not have any 
but she donates a lot of her time for other people. So she likes the association “doctors of 
hope” because there are a lot of doctors or surgeons who go to underdeveloped countries 
during their holiday to help people and operate on them. This year Miss Roggeri will go and 
walk with people who are suffering from Alzheimer. In the past, Miss Roggeri sang for a lot 
of people. She says that she likes singing and she can sing for people who cannot move nor 
talk or for sick children.  

In your own words, why does your nominee deserve recognition as a CNN Hero? 

 

There is not a specific incident or turning point that motivated our nomine to take action. Miss 
Roggeri has lived in a generous family. Indeed, her personality derives from the way she was 
brought up : her parents were generous even if they were not rich. So, Miss Roggeri has gone 
on living according to the model her parents taught her. Besides, helping people who are in 
need is very important for her. In fact she wants to help a lot of people. 

Is there a specific incident or turning point that motivated your nominee to take action? 

 

Because she is humble, Mrs Roggeri thinks that she does not really change the world. But for 
the people she helps, she makes a big difference. She makes the disabled people or the 
handicapped children smile again. Miss Roggeri inspires teenagers of today and especially us, 
her pupils, to take action too. And that makes a difference for the better because we help them 
and we ask others to join us.  

How have your nominee's efforts made a difference for the better? 

 

There are a lot of things that makes our nominee exceptional. Miss Roggeri devotes a lot of 
time for charitable organizations. She dedicates her energy to denounce injustices in the 
world. For her, it’s very beautiful to see smiles on sick people’s faces. She is exceptional 
because she isn’t selfish and she wants to teach all her knowledge. Through her acts Miss 
Roggeri is someone exceptional and she deserves to participate in this CNN Hero contest.  

Is there anything else that makes your nominee exceptional or unique? 

 

Mrs Roggeri needs money to further the different causes she fights for. Nowadays, without 
money, associations don’t have a lot of opportunities to act however exceptional their 
volunteers are. So being recognized as a CNN Hero and earning some money would allow our 
nominee to fulfill other people’s dreams.  

How will being recognized as a CNN Hero further your nominee's cause? 


